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Dear students and partners

Welcome to the first MAC2Kaunas (Managing Across
Cultures) project. We are very pleased to meet you in
Lithuania and we are delighted that Kauno Kolegija in
Kaunas is hosting this event. We hope that you will have
a fruitful international experience in the second largest
city of Lithuania. You will have the chance to meet
students from schools and universities from all over
Europe, add new Facebook friends, explore unknown
destinations and pay future visits to new friends and hopefully study or do a traineeship
abroad at one of the partner institutes.

The competences we want you to attain by organizing this project are: having an
international experience, communicating in foreign languages and dealing with cultural
differences when doing business. So fasten your seat belts and be ready for take-off!

Ludo Schoukens
Project coordinator
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Aims of the project:
The project aims to offer students the opportunity to
have a real-life experience that expands the knowledge,
skills and attitudes that are important for international
managers to be successful when doing an assignment
abroad.

English language skills:
Improving communicative skills (collaborating, reflecting,
expressing oneself with clarity and precision, presenting
an argument etc.) in English.

Intercultural aims:
 Enhancing cultural awareness and knowledge of more
than one culture and social identities.
 Providing an overview of the popular dimensions of
culture, including language, time orientation, use of space and religion.
 Cultivating the capacity to discover and relate to new people from non-familiar
contexts; developing global awareness by collaborating with representatives of other
cultures.
 Appreciate cultural differences.
 Understanding the relationship between culture and the values prevalent in the
workplace.
 Understanding the implications of differences for building international relations
among cultures.
 Understanding major cultural dimensions and how they are related to communication
practices.
 Understanding how Hofstede’s five dimensions of national culture can help a global
manager to do his job more effectively.
 Understanding the impacts of working internationally, and the challenges encountered
by organizations and their employees.

Developing new literacies:
 Contributing to intercultural project teams to produce original works.
 Getting used to locating, analyzing, evaluating and synthesizing information from a
variety of sources and media.
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Competences:
 Intercultural competences
 English language skills
 Working in multicultural groups
 Managing a project
 Conducting simple research
 Presenting a project
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Description of the project:
The main aim of this get-together is that we form international groups comprised of
students from different schools across Europe who will focus on intercultural differences
between countries. They will learn how important it is to be aware of cultural differences
between countries and how to deal with them so that an international manager can be
successful when undertaking an assignment abroad.
You are working in a Human Resources division of a manufacturing company (in a
French, German or Spanish-speaking country (to be decided by the group) which has just
acquired a long-term contract from an import agency in Lithuania. The contract stipulates
a permanent representation, for quality control purposes, in Lithuania. You have just
received the nomination of the quality control representative who informs you that
he/she will be moving to Lithuania for two years. As HR consultants and coaches in
cross-cultural management you will develop a training manual for the quality control
representative.
The manual will consist of two parts:
 The first part consists of an informative section that provides the professional with a
broad cross-cultural understanding of key cultural issues, differences and similarities
between their home country (French, German or Spanish speaking country) and
Lithuania.
 The second part consists of a practical training session, in which these professionals
are taught in a two-hour session practical exercises on cross-cultural management
know-how, concepts and skills. The team elaborates the outline of this training
session, including practical exercises that will help professionals become effective in
their assigned country Lithuania.

Guidelines:
The report should be:
 Between 8 and 10 pages in length
 Written in English
 Include a description of the proposed practical training sessions and exercises in
part 2
 Format: Line pitch 1.5; type Arial or Times New Roman (Times NR saves half a page);
font size 11 tables/figures must be labelled; front page font size 14 to 11 - covers
project name, date, team members names and email addresses. Don’t forget the
reference list (Harvard style), and check your Internet sources in terms of scientific
background.
We made 10 groups consisting of 8 students each. All lecturers will act as coaches for all
groups.
Case: students work in groups of 8 representing an HR department. Their task is to
prepare a manager for an international assignment abroad. The manager is from a
subsidiary company in a French, German or Spanish-speaking country. Students will
need to do desk and field research for their final advice report. The main part of the
report will be in English but it will also include a part in the native language of the
manager they are writing the report for and a short survival guide of the language of the
host country.
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What do we expect from every group?
Your supervisor (international
manager) in your home country will be
sent on an assignment to Lithuania.
Within your group you have to try to
find out in which way Lithuania differs
from other cultures in the rest of
Europe.
We will try to do this using the ‘onion’
diagram.

First part: PRACTICES (this work can
be done using the Internet)
 What are the symbols of Lithuania?
 Who are the heroes of Lithuania?
 What are the rituals in Lithuania?
Second part: VALUES (in order to find out about these every group will visit 2 companies,
1 school and 1 local family).
Below you will find a rundown of different dimensions from various authors that you can
use in order to verify in what way the Lithuanian culture is different from the cultures in
your own group. For each dimension we provide you with a definition of the item and the
characteristics of each dimension.
Apart from that you will find a checklist of possible questions you can ask or items you
can check when visiting a company, school or family. Every group should be creative
enough to find other questions and tools in order to execute their fieldwork. Do write
them down in your final report.
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Power distance
Definition:
Power distance is a term that describes how people belonging to a specific culture view
power relationships – superior-subordinate relationships – between people including the
degree that people not in power accept that power is spread equally.
Characteristics:
GENERAL NORM, FAMILY AND SCHOOL
SMALL POWER DISTANCE

LARGE POWER DISTANCE

Inequalities should be minimized

Inequalities are expected and desired

There should be interdependence between
less and more powerful people

Less powerful people should be
dependent; they are polarized between
dependence and counter-dependence

Parents treat children as equals

Parents teach children obedience

Children play no role in old-age security of
parents

Children are a source of old-age security
to parents

Teachers expect initiative from students in
class

Teachers take initiative in class

Quality of learning depends on two-way
communication and excellence of students

Quality of learning depends on excellence
of teacher

Educational policy focuses on secondary
schools

Educational policy focuses on university
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Checklist:
 You can check when visiting a company whether the superior has their own parking
space/private bathroom/lunch area…(large power distance) or if he/she is just using
the same facilities as the employees (small power distance).
 How do the students in a school address their teacher (first name/family name
+ Mr./Mrs./Ms.)?
 Company: Have you observed a hierarchical organization? For example, do the
subordinates only talk after the bosses have finished? (If that is the case, the power
distance is strong; if it is not, the power distance is weak.)
 Family: Is there any special place in the living room reserved for parents only? If that
is the case, the power distance is strong. Do the children have many rules at home
that are imposed by the parents? If not, the power distance is weak.
 Institute: Have you observed how the students address the teachers? Are they using
Mr./Ms. followed by their names? Do they wait for the teachers in silence, do they rise
when the teachers enters classroom? How do the students proceed to ask questions
during classes?
 In an institute, have you observed how the students address the teachers? Are they
using Mr./Ms. followed by their names? Do they wait for the teachers in silence, do
they rise when the teachers enters classroom? How do the students proceed to ask
questions during classes?
 How do parents treat their children? How do children behave towards their parents?
 How do people behave in public places: hotels, shops, pubs, … State some examples.
 When you observe the classroom activity and involvement of the teacher – who takes
the active role? Are students active, are they encouraged to be active? Is the teacher
active or passive?
 When you observe the communication between children and parents, how
authoritarian is their relationship? Are they motivated to be independent as soon as
possible?
 Do children get pocket money at primary school or are all expenses covered by the
parents?
 When children have become young adults and have a family of their own, do they live
with parents, close to their parents or at a distance? Do parents motivate them to live
with them or “sent them into the world” as soon as possible?
 In a meeting with your superior, who does always open and/or close the meeting? If it
is the superior (strong power distance),if not the power distance is weak.
 Who is always the first person to be served during a family meal? The hypothesis here
is that father and mother are always respectfully given the privilege due to their
authority (= large power distance between parents and other family members). This
will be the same if a respondent says, for example, that “normally it is my dad but he
is always letting us be served before him”. Ideally, the authority of the father confers
him the privilege to be served first (large power distance).
 How do you react in case of a supervisor’s obviously wrong decision?
 Your supervisor gives you negative performance feedback. You feel assessed in an
unjust way. What would you do?
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Collectivism vs. individualism
Definition Individualism:
Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose:
everyone is expected to look after themselves and their immediate family.
Definition Collectivism:
Collectivism as its opposite pertains to societies in which people from birth onward are
integrated into strong and cohesive in-groups, which throughout people’s lifetimes
continue to protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty.
Characteristics:
Languages, personality and behavior
Collectivist

INDIVIDUALIST

Use of the word I is avoided

Use of the word I is encouraged

On personality test, people score more
introvert

On personality test, people score more
extrovert

Showing sadness is encouraged, and
happiness discouraged

Showing happiness is encouraged, and
sadness discouraged

Slower walking speed

Faster walking speed

Social network is the primary source of
information

Media is the primary source of information

A smaller share of both private and public
income is spent on health care

A larger share of both private and public
income is spent on health care

SCHOOL AND THE WORKPLACE
COLLECTIVIST

INDIVIDUALIST

Students only speak up in class when
selected by group

Students are expected to individually
speak up in class

The purpose of education is learning how
to do

The purpose of education is learning how
to learn

Occupational mobility is lower

Occupational mobility is higher

Direct appraisal of subordinates spoils
harmony

Management training teaches the
honest sharing of feelings

Checklist:
 When a decision made in a group (with friends at school, with colleagues in the
company…) is not conform your opinion, do you support this decision to please the
team/group or do you come up with extra arguments in order to make sure that they
change their minds?
 If you have the opportunity to have a new professional challenge (e.g. having a job
offer abroad…) but with the drawback that you will not see your friends and family for
a long time, would you go for it?
 Have you observed whether colleagues interact as friends, going out together or
having a drink after work? (If that is the case, it gives evidence of collectivism.)
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Are they used to talk about family or other personal issues with non-relatives or
friends? (If so, this is proof of collectivism.)

 Do students work more on their own or is team working preferred? What about the
working habits in your home institution?
 How do Lithuanian bosses treat their employees? Give a concrete example.
 Ask people how they are satisfied with their job or school. Note down, how many
positive or negative answers with connotations you receive. (happiness/sadness)
 Ask people what is the most popular meal in their country. Analyze their answers with
respect to the language flow – how often they use “we” and “I”. For example: …typical
of my country is …all people eat this…we learn how to cook…/I do it like this, I was
told not to do this…
 When visiting companies and public places in villages observe at what speed people
walk – slow (collectivism) or fast (individualism).
 When my colleagues have problems at work I prefer not to intervene and let them
keep their problems to themselves (individualism) or I rather interfere and try to find
a compromise (collectivism).
 Imagine a situation in which a team member regularly misses out of house team
events/socializing. What would you do?
 Imagine a feedback situation in which your supervisor states a lack of team spirit on
your part. How would you react?

Femininity vs. masculinity
Definition:
A society is called masculine when emotional gender roles are clearly distinct: men are
supposed to be assertive, tough, and focused on material success, whereas women are
supposed to be more modest, tender, and concerned with the quality of life.
Characteristics:
GENERAL NORM AND FAMILY
FEMININE

MASCULINE

Relationships and quality of life are
important

Challenge, earnings, recognition, and
advancement are important

Both men and women should be modest

Men should be assertive, ambitious, and
tough

In the family both fathers and mothers
deal with facts and feelings

In the family fathers deal with facts, and
mothers with feelings.

Boys and girls play for the same reasons

Boys play to compete, girls to be
together.
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EDUCATION AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
FEMININE

MASCULINE

Average student is the norm; praise for
weak students

Best student is the norm; praise for excellent students

Falling in school is a minor incident

Falling in school is a disaster

Women and men teach young children

Women teach young children

Couples share one car

Couples need two cars

More products for the home are sold

More status products are sold

Checklist:
 Do you prefer to work hard in a company, have limited spare time and holidays but
making a fast and brilliant career (masculinity) or do you prefer to earn less but enjoy
the possibility to have a lot of holidays and chances to have a nice time with your
friends (femininity)?
 Is having a good relationship with your boss/teacher/colleagues (femininity) more
important than the quality of your work/classes (masculinity)?
 During your visit to the family, have you observed that both mother and father
welcomed you and chatted with you about this intercultural experience? (If yes, this is
an indication of femininity.) Did they directly introduce you to different members of
their family? (If they did, this is masculinity.)
 In school, do students feel as competitors (masculinity) or do they interact as a team
(femininity)?
 In the company, could you feel whether they have specifically established goals and
objectives (masculinity)? Do they have any kind of public recognition for outstanding
employees (masculinity)? Is it a tradition in the company to organize team-building
activities (femininity)?
 Is there any hierarchy in the Lithuanian family? Who makes the important decisions?
Compare with your family circle.
 Are there more boys or more girls studying at Lithuanian universities? What about
your home country? Explain the evolution if any.
 Look at the company presented and the division of work between men and women.
Try to find out how many men and women work in the company/at the department.
Who has majority and which reasons can influence this status?
 Can you see in the presented company any positions that are traditionally expected to
be done by men and are occupied by women?
 How many cars do people have in the family you know?
 At school, do the best students receive distinctive awards that weaker students do
not? If the answer is ‘yes’ it means the school prizes excellent students (masculinity);
and if the answer is ‘no’ it means the school prizes weak students (femininity).
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 Generally, in your family, when there is a problem, for instance, a teenager
misbehaved, who between father and mother tries to “moralize” the child and who
decides about eventual punishments? The hypothesis here is that the father generally
decides about punishments (dealing with facts) and the mother tries moralizing the
kid (dealing with feelings). If both are deciding about punishments and dealing with
moralizing it means it is masculinity but if the father is deciding about punishment and
the mother is going for moralizing it means it is femininity.
 Imagine a team situation in which a member acts very dominantly and assertively.
How would you typically react?
 In general, what do think about team leaders who usually consider each team
member’s opinion before taking a decision?

Uncertainty avoidance
Definition:
Uncertainty avoidance is the extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by
ambiguous or unknown situations.
Characteristics:
GENERAL NORM AND FAMILY
WEEK UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE

STRONG UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE

Low stress and low anxiety

High stress and high anxiety

Aggression and emotions should not be
shown

Aggression and emotions should be shown
according to situations

In personality tests, higher scores on
agreeableness

In personality tests, higher scores on
neuroticism

What is different is curious

What is different is dangerous

Family life is relaxed

Family life is stressful

HEALTH, EDUCATION AND SHOPPING
WEEK UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE

STRONG UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE

People feel happy

People feel less happy

There are more nurses but few doctors

There are more doctors but few nurses

Teachers may say “I don’t know”

Teachers are supposed to have all the
answers

In shopping the research is for
convenience

In shopping the research is for purity and
cleanliness

Risky investments

Conservative investments
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Checklist:
 Do you prefer living day by day, do you prefer not to know what will happen tomorrow
(weak uncertainty avoidance) or do you prefer a stable career that ensures you of a
job in the whole of your future life (strong uncertainty avoidance)?
 Do you have in your family strict rules about what is good and bad (strong uncertainty
avoidance) or are there almost no rules at all and can you decide for yourself (weak
uncertainty avoidance)?
 Compare the Lithuanian attitude of a teacher and the one of your usual teachers: can
they say “I don’t know”? How do students/pupils react to this?
 Is life stressful in Lithuania? Give examples and compare with yours.
 In the family under focus: Is there a friendly and relaxed atmosphere or is the life
fast, stressful and often full of conflicts?
 If you introduce to your parents a partner who is very different in terms of race, skin
color and customs – how they would react? Would they tell you it is dangerous or
would they consider the difference as positive characteristics?
 In any family there are always rules be they written or unwritten. Are all family
members consulted or involved in setting these rules? (Agreeableness or not?) Are
these rules changed depending on new situations?
 Are there in your family family moments especially meant for sharing personal
feelings/emotions? If not, do family members share their emotions at all, and if they
do: how? The point here is to find out whether families promote the culture of sharing
emotions between family members.
 In a work context, what would you prefer: a) a job with relatively clear tasks which
have to be tackled in a planned way OR b) a job where you have to find out the right
strategy on a day-to-day basis without getting an immediate feedback regarding the
results?
 Let’s assume you get equally paid for the following 2 job opportunities. Which one
would you prefer and why? a) A job where you do similar things you did before with
only slight changes with most members of the old team OR b) A job where you need
to prepare for yet unknown tasks with no clear plan and only one member of your old
team?

Verbal- and non-verbal communication
Try to find 3 Lithuanian words that can have
different meanings.

Describe 5 non-verbal, non-vocal
communication situations (gestures) and explain
what they mean.
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Checklist:
 How do people greet in Lithuania and in which situations (superior/friend/family)?
What are the differences with your own country(ies)? Do they shake hands/hug/bow,
in what way (soft or hard), do they kiss?
 What do certain gestures mean in Lithuania (and what is the meaning of them in your
own country(ies))?
 E.g. ‘the ring’, for instance, can mean excellent in some cultures
while in others it means that you are ‘zero’.
 Signs (for instance: you enter a hotel in Dubai and you see the
following signs, what do they mean). Look for signs in Lithuania
which are unfamiliar to you or might be confusing.
 Have you noticed any kind of non-verbal communication that is
really different in comparison with your culture or with different
meaning?
 Do the Lithuanians talk loudly (this is verbal communication) or are they using their
hands to explain themselves (this is non-verbal communication)?
 Have you perceived any kind of specific greetings between teenagers in the institute?
(This can have both a verbal and non-verbal part.)
 How do Lithuanian people communicate at business meetings and negotiations? Find
concrete examples in the companies visited and compare with your home country.
 Visiting the school and the family, find out how Lithuanian people communicate with
guests and see whether you do the same in your home country. What are the basic
differences ?
 If you have a business meeting at 2 pm and you arrive late, what concequences will it
have? Is delay excepted and how many minutes are considered reasonable?
 You invite your business partner to your home for dinner, meet your family and
children – is this good idea? Why (not)?
 What specific gesture/sign do you use to indicate “peace”? Compare with other
cultures.
 What specific gesture/sign do you use to indicate “many/a lot”? Compare with other
cultures.
 Would you consider it difficult to guess the mood of a colleague just by looking at his
or her face?
 In general, do people’s facial expressions give you strong hints regarding their
emotional state?
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High- and low-context cultures (Edward T. Hall)
High-context culture and the contrasting low-context culture refers to a culture's
tendency to use high-context messages over low-context messages in routine
communication. This choice between speaking styles indicates whether a culture will
cater to in-groups, an in-group being a group that has similar experiences and
expectations, from which inferences are drawn. In a higher-context culture, many things
are left unsaid, leaving the culture to explain. Words and word choice become very
important in higher-context communication, since a few words can communicate a
complex message very effectively to an in-group (but less effectively outside that group),
while in a low-context culture the communicator needs to be much more explicit and the
value of a single word is less important.
Definition high-context culture:
High-context cultures are those in which the rules of communication are primarily
transmitted through the use of contextual elements (i.e., body language, a person's
status, and tone of voice) and are not explicitly stated. This is in direct contrast to lowcontext cultures, in which information is communicated primarily through language and
rules are explicitly spelled out.
It is important to note that no culture is completely high-context or low-context, since all
societies contain at least some parts that are both high and low. For example, while the
United States is a low-context culture, family gatherings (which are common in American
culture) tend to be high-context.
Members of high-context cultures usually have close relationships that last for an
extended period of time. As a result of these years of interacting with one another, the
members know what the rules are, how to think, and how to behave, so the rules do not
have to be explicitly stated. This makes high-context cultures difficult to navigate for
those who do not understand the culture's unwritten rules.
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Characteristics:
 Primarily use non-verbal methods to relay meaningful information in conversations,
such as facial expressions, eye movement, and tone of voice;
 The situation, people, and non-verbal elements are more important than the actual
words that are communicated;
 People are comfortable standing close to each other;
 The preferred way of solving problems and learning is in groups;
 Members of the culture place emphasis on interpersonal relationships;
 Trust must be developed before business transactions can begin.
Definition low-context culture:
Low-context culture is described as a culture that communicates information in a direct
manner that relies mainly on words. Low-context cultures do not rely on contextual
elements (i.e., the speaker's tone of voice or body language) to communicate
information. They take a more direct and explicit approach. This is in contrast to a highcontext culture, which relies heavily on implicit messages and contextual cues (i.e., the
situation and the speaker's tone of voice) to relay information being communicated.
Members of low-context cultures have many relationships that last for a short amount of
time or exist for a specific reason. Following procedures and keeping sight of the goal are
important in accomplishing any transaction. The cultural rules and norms need to be
spelled out so that people who are not familiar with the culture know what the
expectations are. Communication is expected to be straightforward and precise, and the
use of words must effectively convey the entire message.
Low-context cultures are individualistic. This means that individual achievements are
valued higher than group accomplishments. Members of low-context cultures are
independent of one another and are expected to look out for themselves, with the
exception of family. Privacy and having personal space is also valued.
Characteristics:
 Emphasis on logic and facts;
 Facts are more important than intuition in the decision-making process;
 Words are more important than body language;
 Verbal messages are explicit, direct, and concise;
 Tasks or goals are more important than relationships;
 Most knowledge is above the waterline. This means knowledge is explicit, visible, and
can be easily conveyed to others;
 Primary method of learning is by following other people's explicit directions and
explanations;
 Decisions and actions focus on the goal and dividing responsibilities.
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Checklist:
 Do you prefer oral communication (high context) or do you want everything to be
written down (low context)?
 If you have a problem with a friend or colleague will you tell a third party to interfere
(high context) or do you handle the problem with the person directly (low context)?
 During your visit to the company, could you observe if they work focused in one thing
(this is monochrony) or they answer phone call while invite you to sit and drinking
their coffee at the same time (this is polychrony)?
 Have you asked them if they work at home or during weekend (this would be typical
for monochromic culture)?
 During your visit to the company, did you perceive that they usually work in groups,
making decisions after a conversation (if so, this is high context culture) or they prefer
written documents to study before discussing (low context culture)?
 Do they prefer to explain things directly (if this is the case, this is low context culture)
or they prefer to spend time together and, after feeling confortable, talk about the
problem (high context culture)?
 Do you prefer a face-to-face discussion or do you write an e-mail to solve a problem
with someone? Find out how Lithuanians behave.
 Find out how a boss communicates with his/her employees.
 What are the main differences between your culture communication style and the
communication style of the host country? Give an example to explain.
 To explore where you fit on the low and high context continuum, go to the following
page and fill in the questionnaire
http://www2.pacific.edu/sis/culture/pub/Context_Cultures_High_and_Lo.htm
After filling in the questionnaire answer the following questions:
o Discuss the outcomes with your group members.
o Were the outcomes surprising to you? If so, how?
o What are the main differences between you and the members of the group?
o Can the outcomes predict any challenges your group might encounter during
the project?
 Why might it be difficult for an individual to switch between low and high context
cultures?
 Imagine you want to establish a business in a foreign country. You have a business
partner in that country. How well do you need to know this person? Is it better if you
are good friends or the opposite?
 If you need to take an important decision in your life, do you pay more attention to
facts and pragmatic explanations or do you take into account feelings, emotions and
intuition?
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 If you and another colleague are assigned to a task but unfortunately your colleague is
lazy and you get the entire job done by yourself, would you report the laziness of your
colleague to your superior and let him/her know that you did the job alone or not? If
the answer is yes it means the respondent values the task more (low-context) but if
the answer is no that means that the respondent value relationships more (highcontext)
 If you get your dream job (well-paid in a top-class multinational) which obliges you
live far away from your family and your family is against you taking the job eventually
because they want you to be close to them, would you go anyway or you will choose
to decline the job offer for the sake of your family? If the respondent chooses taking
the offer it means he/she has a fragile affiliation to his family (low-context) but if the
choice is to decline to job offer it means that there is a strong affiliation to family
(high-context)
 Imagine this in case: How would you give feedback to your colleague who has made a
severe mistake in a client presentation (e.g. wrong numbers in a project plan) after
the presentation (when client has gone)?
 What do you think about parents who let their children (about 8 years of age) sign a
written agreement concerning their behavior (e.g. time to spend in front of
screen/media use)?

Private and public space/territorium:
What opinion do you have of your personal space and what do you consider public
territory? Check this first in your own group.
Checklist:
 When having a conversation with your boss or teacher how close can they be before
you feel uncomfortable (measurement in cm)? Do this test in your own group.
 Which rooms in your house do you regard as strictly personal (e.g bedroom, kitchen,
bathroom, fridge, …)? How do the individual members of your own group think about
this? When visiting a family you can check if you are allowed to use the bathroom,
open the refrigerator, see the bedroom of the parents,…
 Is it possible to “visit” the kitchen of a Lithuanian restaurant? What about your home
country?
 Imagine: your boss is asking you to help him during weekend in the garden. How
would you feel? Would you help him because he is your boss or would you say to
yourself that this is a private issue which does not mean you are obliged to help him?
 Would you ‘befriend’ your boss on Facebook where there is very limited privacy?
 Do you think it is good idea to be friends with your boss or it can be an obstacle?
 Would you feel comfortable in an open-plan office (no walls; colleagues are sitting
close to you) or would you prefer a (max.) 2-3 person office?
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Time orientation of people
Monochrony versus polychrony
Definition:
Monochrony is when you only can do one thing at a time according to a strict time
schedule. You plan everything thoroughly by means of an agenda, strict timetable for
meetings,…In polychronic cultures you can do a lot of things at the same time. Time is
like a spiral. You can interrupt meetings as you wish. Keeping up relationships is more
important than finalizing every task according to your work schedule. Informal
communication is very important.
Checklist:
 Do you prefer to do one thing at a time or do you prefer multitasking?
 Do employees (teachers at school…) consider weekends as holy for them (they want
to spend this time with their families) or do they not have a problem working for
school during weekends?
 When a meeting/class starts at 9 am, what time do you show up?
 Are you a “multi-tasker”? If you are, can you be efficient doing several things at the
same time? If you are not, why is that?
 Describe the importance of leisure time in Lithuania and in your home country.
 Imagine, you are a boss in a company and you ask you employee to answer a mail on
Sunday at 1 pm. If you do not get any reply from him/her, how would you react when
you see him/her on Monday at work? How would other people in your group react?
 Imagine, you are a businessman who has a well-planned agenda for 1 month in
advance, including trips abroad and important meetings. You are very strict to tasks
and you require the same from your employees and partners. Your important business
partner is asking you to organize a workshop which means for you to change rapidly
your agenda, meetings and also private planes. Can you imagine you could do this?
Would you try to communicate with him not to do this event or would you change your
agenda without a problem?
 Do you use agenda at all? If yes, do you use it for strictly structuring the activities of
your day (monochronic) or just for writing down the most important things of day
(polychronic)?
 What is THE most important to you in life? What you did yesterday, what you are
doing today or what you will do tomorrow?
 What time lag would you consider appropriate with regard to an e-mail answer
(colleagues; medium time pressure). A) approx. 1 day b) approx. 2-3 days c) 4 days
or up to one week.
 You’re out shopping with a friend (yes, also men DO this once in a while). He/she
says: “I just saw an interesting item over there, - I’ll be back soon!” What does “soon”
mean in Lithuania: a) max. 5 mins. b) 5 to 15 mins. c) 15-30 mins or d) up to one
hour or more.
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Past present future
Checklist:

 Have people draw 3 circles and see how past, present and future relate to each other.
One circle represents past, one present and one future. The more important you
consider one item, the bigger you draw that circle. Circles can overlap or can be drawn
leaving a distance. Draw the circle for past on the left, for present in the middle and
for future on the right-hand side. Compare with your own situation.
 Is history important to Lithuanian people? Is it to you?
 How do Lithuanians consider the future: in an optimistic or pessimistic way? Give
some examples.
 NOTE: this is a nice exercise which students can do 1. as individuals, than 2. we can
compare this in national groups, 3. See what is the difference in nationalities in our
teams, 4. To consults results with original Tom Cottle “Circle Test” figures for more
countries. It could open interesting debate on the meaning.
 How much do you think are you influenced by events and experiences of your personal
past? Give a concrete example.
 Thomas Jefferson (US-American president, 1743-1826) once said: “I like the dreams
of the future better than the history of the past.” What do you think about this?

Long- vs. short-term orientation
Checklist:
 Do you think that Lithuanian traditions (mention some) are important and should be
kept at all times or should they adapt to modern society?
 Do you like to see results in the far future or do you prefer to see the outcome of your
efforts very quickly?
 Why did you choose these studies? Do you already know what exactly you would like
to do after graduating?
 What do you think about marriage? Is it worth getting married or is it the same to live
with a partner in non-married cohabitation? What makes the difference?
 Would you prefer to be an owner and manager of 5 companies in next 10 years, under
condition that you open 1 company, close down and open a next one? Or would you
prefer to have 1 company during next 10 years? The same conditions apply to profit
and investments. It is a question of your thinking – short/long term.
 What do think, if technically feasible, would Lithuanians quickly embrace sustainable
ways to generate power/electricity e.g. by implementing solar and/or wind energy to
preserve nature (not to save money)?
 Are there any old dialects or even languages in Lithuania which are actively preserved
and (re-)used? If yes, why and if not, why not?
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 Imagine a new railway is planned between Kaunas and Vilnius. It’s a modern rail, fast
and comfortable, a prestige project for your country. Let’s assume it runs right
through an old village which plays a central role in your history (e.g. resistance
against occupation or the like). The railway would certainly destroy some old
buildings/sites. What would happen? Would people organize demonstrations?
Additional, leadership oriented questions based upon recent research findings regarding
intercultural aspects of Transformational vs. Transactional leader behavior (see articles
below) and the “dark” side of leadership...
 In your country, how many women occupy leadership positions (%)? Do you think
this should change? (In either direction.)
 In general would you say that employee orientation of leaders is important? How
does this show?
 How would one approach a very egocentric/narcissistic leader/manager? Are there
any mechanisms/typical ways counteract such behavior?
 How do supervisors in Lithuania foster the development/empowerment of
employees?
 How do they foster diversity (culture, gender, disabilities)?
O’Boyle, E. H. Jr., Forsyth, D. R., Banks, G. C., & McDaniel, M. A. (2012). A meta
analysis of the Dark Triad and work behavior: A social exchange perspective. Journal of
Applied Psychology, 97, 557–579.
Schuh, S., Zhang, X. & Tian, Peng (2013). For the Good or the Bad? Interactive Effects of
Transformational Leadership with Moral and Authoritarian Leadership Behaviors. Journal
of Business Ethics, 116, 629-640.
Zwingmann, I., Wege, J. Wolf, J., Wolf, S. Rudolf, M., Schmidt,. M. & Richter, P. (2014).
Is transformational leadership healthy for employees? A multilevel analysis in 16 nations.
Zeitschrift für Personalforschung, 28 (1-2), 24-51.
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What do we expect as the result of your teamwork:
Document 1: Description of the country
Practices (symbols, heroes, rituals)
Values (result of your survey during your company, school and family visits)
Advice to your manager about the cultural differences between Lithuania and the rest of
Europe
Document 2:
Per group make a PowerPoint presentation to present your results per basic dimension to
the other groups on Friday.
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Program schedule:
Dates: From 11 October 2015 until 17 October 2015.
Location: Kaunas Lithuania

Sunday 11 October:
18:00 - 20:00
Students should present themselves for registration at a desk set up in the lobby of the
hotel.
Before 20:00
Arrival of all the partners at the hotel and check-in.
20:45 – 21:00
Lecturers start to set up tables for the ‘European after dinner get-together’ and the
presentation of their country.
Kauno Kolegija will provide flags and name cards for each country.
21:00 – 23:00
Start ‘European after dinner get together’.
At least one lecturer remains at the stand of his country (in order to give some
explanation about the drinks/sweets typical for their country).Every student receives a
kind of gadget when checking-in; the purpose of this is for them to try and find their
international colleagues during this ‘get-together’ party; and that they taste and inform
themselves about local sweet delicacies and typical drinks of other countries.
23:00
Lecturers can store leftovers from the party in back office of the hotel (we can use them
later this week during other meetings).

Monday 12 October:
07:00 – 08:00
Breakfast buffet at Magnus Hotel
08:00 – 09:00
Transfer to Kauno Kolegija
09:00 – 10:00
Briefing of the project at the Main Conference Hall:
 General introduction about the project (Ludo – 20 min)
 Description of the case (40 min)


Power distance (Ludo)



Collectivism vs individualism (Eva)



Femininity vs masculinity (Lothar)



Uncertainty avoidance (Wilfred)



Verbal and non-verbal communication (Jean-Pierre)
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High- and low-context cultures (Leticia)



Private and public space (Ana)

10:00 – 13:00
Culture and society presentation of countries (about society and culture, not about
history, economy and geography)
After a short introduction about the culture and its people, your presentation should
answer the following questions:
 With reference to Hofstede's cultural dimensions, explain the values of the country you
are presenting.
 Make a comparative analysis of the country you are representing and of your own
country based on Hofstede’s cultural dimensions and Hall’s framework.
 Based on the comparison, where can the main differences be expected? What
problems and misunderstandings may you encounter, can you predict? Can you think
of a creative way of solving them?
 How important do you think cultural differences are for individuals and organizations?
Guidelines:
 15 minutes per group
 Maximum of 15 slides
 Well-structured presentation
 Relevance of information

 Use of visuals
 Creativity
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10-10:15
Germany presents Lithuania
10:15-10:30
Belgium (Flanders) presents Czech republic
10:30-10:45
Netherlands presents Spain
10:45-11:00
Belgium (Wallonia) presents Germany
11:00-11:15
Czech Republic presents Belgium (Flanders)
11:15-11:30
Spain presents Belgium (Wallonia)
11:30-11:45
Lithuania presents Netherlands
13:00 – 19:00
Lunch and City Rally through Kaunas.
The purpose of the City Rally is for students to discover the wonderful city of Kaunas and
get to know their fellow students better.
There are a number of locations to be visited. At each location the group is supposed to
take a picture (see separate sheet to get more information about the tasks).
All the pictures of the City Rally should be handed in on a memory stick between 19:00
and 20:00 in the lobby of the Magnus Hostel.
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Welcome to the City Rally Kaunas! Today you’ll get to know the highlights of this
beautiful city, you’ll get to know your fellow group members, and you’ll have to
show us your creativity. Please make sure that everybody has read the rules and
regulations before starting the city rally:
-

-

The city rally starts at around 1 PM and should end before 7 PM. Lunch
can be had on the way or during the rally.
You can find the city rally in the manual or on our Facebook homepage.
Make sure that your whole group participates!
In the schedule at the bottom of this page you will find the starting point
for your group, maybe with a direction, maybe not.
If your starting point is in cluster 1 (or 2, 3, 4 or 5), you finish the
assignments of the whole cluster, before going to the next one.
You should return before 7 PM at the hotel. There you hand in the USBstick at a table setup at the lobby. On this memory stick will be all the
pictures/assignments you have made during the day. For every
assignment you have to hand in 1 picture (your best one).
A jury will assess the pictures, and will announce the winning group
during our visit to Talent Garden Tuesday morning. The winning group
will be awarded with a prize! All pictures of all groups can be seen later
on this week on our Facebook page.

We hope you will enjoy your day, that you happen to know your group and the
city of Kaunas better, and that you will have a lot of fun taking pictures …

Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Starting Point Route
Cluster 1, point
1
Cluster 1, point
4
Cluster 1, point
5
Cluster 2, point
1
Cluster 2, point
6
Cluster 3, point
1
Cluster 3, point
3
Cluster 4, point
1
Cluster 4, point
3
Cluster 4, point
5

Finish cluster 1 (point 1-2-3-4-5-6), then
2, 3, 4, eventually 5
Finish cluster 1 (point 4-1-2-3-5-6), then
2, 3, 4, eventually 5
Finish cluster 1 point 5-6-1-2-3-4), then
2, 3, 4, eventually 5
Finish cluster 2 (point 1-2-3-4-5-6), then
3, 4, 1, eventually 5
Finish cluster 2 (point 6-5-3-4-2-1), then
1, 4, 3, eventually 5
Finish cluster 3 (point 1-2-3-4), then 4, 2,
1, eventually 5
Finish cluster 3 (point 3-2-1-4), then 4, 2,
1, eventually 5
Finish cluster 4 (point 1-2-3-4-5), then 3,
2, 1, eventually 5
Finish cluster 4 (point 3-4-5-1-2), then 3,
2, 1, eventually 5
Finish cluster 4 (point 5-3-4-1-2), then 3,
2, 1, eventually 5

Before you start the city rally:

-

Make a picture of your group together with your gadget in front
of the Kauno Kolegija building.
You can make a creative use of your gadget whenever you have to
make photos as a task during the city rally.
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Cluster 1: Old City
1. Rotuses aikste is the square wedged between two rivers, and is the
historic heart of the city. It is lined with pretty 15th- and 16th-century
German merchants’ houses and is centered on the former town hall.
The former town hall is now used as a Palace of Weddings.
 Take a picture of the group in front of the city hall
representing a wedding
2. It is an excellent place to eat around the square, which is the oldest
part of Kaunas. The restaurants around the square offer very good
traditional Lithuanian food and excellent beer. So, hungry? Take a seat
and be happy what others did hundreds of years ago.
 What is a typical Lithuanian dish, make a picture of a menu
at a restaurant where you can find this dish, or eat one with
the group and make a picture while eating it.
3. On the square you will find a statue of Maironis, a Kaunas priest and
poet named Jonas Maciulis (Maironis was his pen name). Who was
Maironis?
 Take a picture of a member of the group together with the
statue. Make sure that the picture looks as much as the real
one as possible.
4. The old city center is at the confluence of two rivers. What are the
names of these two rivers.
 Try to get close to the point where the 2 rivers meet and
make a group photo representing a meeting of one part of
your group with the other part.
5. A reconstructed tower, sections of wall and part of a moat are all that
remain of Kaunas Castle.

6.

 Take a picture of the group in front of the castle.
SS Peter & Paul Cathedral was probably founded by Vytautas around
1410 and now has nine altars.
 Make a ‘holy’ picture of some members of your group in
front of one of the altars.

Cluster 2: New town
(Laisves aleja)
1. Vilniaus gatve is the Old Town’s charming main artery. Along it are
many bars and restaurants.
 Make a picture of a beer brewed in Kaunas (on the menu, by
somebody drinking in whether part of the group or not), make
sure we can see the logo and name of the beer.
2. The eastern end of Vilniaus gatve is dominated by the former
Presidential Palace of Lithuania from where the country was run
between 1920 and 1939. Statues of the former presidents stud the
palace garden.
 Make a picture of different members of your group imitating a
former president.
3. A Gothic gem of a church, St Gertrude’s church is tucked in a courtyard
off Laisves aleja. Its red-brick crypt overflows with burning candles.
 Make a spiritual picture of part of the group in the crypt,
making use of the atmosphere of the burning candles.
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4. The Choral Synagogue is one of the few remnants of Kaunas’ former
Jewish community. Try to get inside it, if not look for the memorial to
1600 children killed at the Ninth Forth.
 What are the symbols of the Jewish community. Make a picture
representing it.
5. The Kaunas Musical Theatre is the former State Theatre Palace
overlooking the City Garden. It was created in 1892.
 What is the next performance scheduled at the theatre. Make
a picture of the group representing a play.
6. In the City Garden you will find the Field of Sacrifice, a name engraved
on paving slabs in front of the garden. It is a tragic tribute to a young
Kaunas hero. What was his name and what was his protesting against.
 Make a picture resembling the protest.

Cluster 3: Museum area
(around Vienybes aikste)
1. The military museum of Vytautas the Great covers Lithuanian history
from prehistoric times to the present day with a strong emphasis on
the country’s military exploits.
 Take a picture of a statue of Vytautas the Great with one group
member.
2. Behind the museum is the National Ciurlionis Art Museum, dedicated
to the work of the country’s leading painter, Mikalojus Konstantinas
Ciurlionis. In the garden in front of the museum are some statues.
Behind the museum (walk up the stairs) is the Museum of Devils.

Make a picture imitating one of the statues in front of the
Ciurlionis Museum or representing a devil.
3. The Green Hill funicular to the northeast of Vienybis glides up Green
Hill. Above the top station towers the strikingly white Christ’s
Resurrection Basilica, a piece of history that took 70 years to build.
 Try to get to the top of the church and make a picture of the
group with Kaunas as an aerial background.
4. Vienybis aikste houses 2 universities. What are the names of both.
 Make of picture of a group of Lithuanian students from these
universities which look the same like your group (e.g. if your
group has 5 men and 3 women you look for 5 Lithuanian men
and 5 Lithuanian women, if one is wearing glasses you look for
one student wearing glasses, etc…). Make also a picture of your
group together with the look-a-like group.

Cluster 4: Vytauto prospektas
1.

Vytauto prospektas is connection the new town with the bus and train
station. At the end of Laisves aleja stands the St Michael the Archangel
church. Built for the Russian Orthodox faith in 1895, the church was
reopened to Catholic worshippers in 1991.
 Take a picture of the group in front of the Basilica.

2.

Next to the Basilica is the Mykolas Zilinskas Art Gallery. The collection
is the strongest on European art from t17th to the 20th centuries. The
statue of ‘Man’ in front of the museum was modelled on Nike the
Greek God of victory and caused a storm of controversy when its
glorious ‘manhood’ was unveiled in 1991.
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Make a picture of someone of your group imitating the statue
of ‘Man’ and in front of the statue.

3. Half way Vytauto prospektas you will find the biggest shopping mall in
Kaunas: the Akropolis. Walk through it and look for the biggest
supermarket chain in Lithuania (Maxima).
 Inside the supermarket try to find 3 products made in Lithuania
and make a picture of them.
4. At the back exit of Akropolis is a big indoor stadium used for concerts
and home of one of the biggest sports teams in Europe. What is the
name of the team and what sports are they playing.
 Try to meet a fan of the team wearing a shirt or any other
memorabilia of the team. Make a photo with him/her.
5. At the end of Vytauto prospektas are the train station and bus station
(currently under restoration in a new location). Eventually check the
time schedule in order to plan your visit to the villages on Tuesday and
Wednesday.
 Try to make a picture of a Lithuanian family at the bus or train
station of at least 3 generation (e.g. mother, daughter and
grandmother). Make a photo with them. If found 4 generations
you will receive an extra point.

Cluster 5: Other
Interesting things that are out of the way. You only have to do
these things at the end of the city rally, if you have time to do so.
If not feel free to visit some of them on Friday afternoon when
you’re free to further explore the city.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Kaunas Botanical Gardens
Pazaislis Monastery
Ninth Fort
Open-Air Museum of Lithuania
Vytautas Park
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13:00 – 15:00
Lunch for lecturers at Berneliu Uzeiga in the Old Town (reservation made by) Kauno
Kolegija.

19:00 – 20:00
Dinner at leisure
Groups organize their time schedule to visit the companies, schools and families on
Tuesday and Wednesday.
19:00 – 22:00
3 judges go through photos of City Rally and decide which group is the winner.

Tuesday 13 October:
7:00 – 8:30
Breakfast buffet at Magnus Hotel.
08:30 – 09:00
Transfer to Talent Garden
Address: Laisvės al. 59
Website: http://kaunas.talentgarden.org/lt
09:00 – 10:30
 Company visit to Talent Garden
 Presentation Artūras, founder of Talent Garden
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 Announcement winner City Rally (Award)
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From 11:00 onwards
Transfer to companies and visit

Companies
Group
1.
2.

Company name

4.

Contact person

Tel. no.

E-mail

Time

Mindaugas Snarskis

+370 69920366

mindaugas.snarskis@
fazer.com

12.00

tomas@trikdis.lt

11.00

UAB Fazer Lietuva

Raudondvario pl. 129 A,

www.fazer.lt

Kaunas

UAB Trikdis

Draugystes str. 17,
Kaunas

Tomas Niurka

+370 37408040

Dainius Balkus,

+370 62079856

11.00

www.cramo.lt

H. ir O. Minkovskių g. 87,
Kaunas

AB "Volfas Engelman"

Kaunakiemio g. 2, Kaunas

Loreta Barauskienė

+370 686 42435

11.00

Neries krant. 16, Kaunas

Ilana Koganskytė

+370 68551940

11.30

Žemaičių pl.65A, Kaunas

Kristina Klimienė

+370 689 71527

11.30

+370 615 26264

12.00

www.trikdis.lt
3.

Adress

UAB Cramo

Head of Department

www.volfasengelman.lt
5.

LTP Group
http://www.l-t-p.com

6.

UAB “Eoltas”
www.eoltas.lt

7.
8.

"D line production"

Head of HR projects
Vygintas Kulėša

www.dline.com

J. Basanavičiaus g. 44,
Kaišiadorys

NFQ

Brastos g. 15, Kaunas

Jurgita Markevičienė

+370 618 59901

11.00

Elektrėnų g. 16, Kaunas

Kipras Šukys

+370 626 39802

11.00

9-ojo forto g. 70, Kaunas

Rasa Slauskienė

+370 616 41600

12.00

Production Manager

www.nfq.lt
9.

UAB “Granitas”
www.granitas.lt

10.

UAB “Tamro”
www.tamrobaltics.com/
lt

Head of HR Dep.
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Afternoon

Villages (families):
Group 1

Mastaičiai

Group 6

Karmėlava

Group 2

Vilkija

Group 7

Rumšiškės

Group 3

Kačerginėr

Group 8

Garliava

Group 4

Domeikava

Group 9

Kaišiadorys

Group 5

Raudondvaris

Group 10

Prienai

15:00 onwards
Visit to a brewery: AB “Kauno alus”
Location: Savanorių pr. 7, Kaunas
20:00 – 23:00
Optional and informal feedback moment with the coaches at the hotel

Wednesday 14 October:
7:00 – 9:00
Breakfast buffet at Magnus Hotel
9:00 – 18:00
Visits to schools and villages (families)
15:00 onwards
Visit to Kauno maisto pramonės ir prekybos mokymo centras (Kaunas Food Industry and Trade Training Centre)
Location: Poškos g. 23, Kaunas
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Schools
Group
1.
2.
3.
4.

School name
Ugnės Karvelis Gymnazium

Adress

Contact person

Mokyklos g. 5,
Akademija 53347

Agnietė Dambrauskienė,

Savanorių pr.46,
Kaunas

Justina Naujokaitiene

LSMU Slaugos fakultetas
Slaugos ir rūpybos katedra

Eivenių g. 2, Kaunas

Aurelija Blaževičienė,

VDU Rasos gymnazium

P. Lukšio g. 40, Kaunas

Saulės Gymnazium

Tel. no.

Time

+370 611 45971

10.00

+370 37 423080

10.00

+370 68245938

10.00

+370 37 311291

9.30

+370 671 91404

9.00

Teacher of English
Direktoriaus pavaduotoja ugdymui
katedros vedėja
Teresė Janulevičienė
Direktoriaus pavaduotoja

5.

Kolpingo kolegija

Raguvos g. 7, Kaunas

Paulius Šatūnas
Ryšių su visuomene specialistas

6.

Kauno Aušros gimnazija

Laisvės al. 95, Kaunas

Gražina Zizaite

+370 37 399096

10.00

7.

Kauno socialinių paslaugų ir
statybos verslo darbuotojų
profesinio rengimo centras

Žeimenos str. 165,
Kaunas

Ramunė Jaskelevičiūtė,

+370 612 85516

10.00

Varpo g. 49, Kaunas

Rasa Butrimienė

+370 678 37197

9.50

+370 614 89420

10.00

+370 656 96989

10.00

Head of Department

Reabilitacinis skyrius
8.

Varpo gimnazija

Direktoriaus pavaduotoja ugdymui
9.

Juozo Urbšio pagrindinė mokykla

Partizanų g. 68, Kaunas

Irma Telšinskaite,
Head of Department

10.

Kauno taikomosios dailės mokykla

V. Krėvės pr. 112,
Kaunas

Daina Rožnienė, director
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Villages (families):
Group

Village

1

Freda

2

Šlienava

3

Ringaudai

4

Karmelava

5

Domeikava

6

Rokai

7

Girionys

8

Mastaičiai

9

Lapės

10

Ramučiai

Dinner at leisure.

Thursday 15 October:
7:00 – 9:00
Breakfast buffet at Magnus Hotel
9:00 – 09:30
Transfer to Kauno Kolegija.
09:30 – 20:00
Students are per group each allocated to a working room at Kauno Kolegija (all teachers
act as coaches and assist with feedback).
Rooms will be communicated when arriving at Kauno Kolegija
16:00 – 16:15
Students hand in PowerPoint on a memory stick at a desk at the Kauno Kolegija library
16:15 – 18:00
Lecturers go through the PowerPoints
20:00 – 20:30
Feedback of the lecturers to the groups
20:30 – 24:00
Dinner at leisure
Finalization of the project if necessary.
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Friday 16 October:
7:00 – 9:00
Breakfast buffet at Magnus Hotel
9:00 – 9:30
Transfer to Kauno Kolegija
9:30 – 9:45
Lecturers are asked to distribute voting forms among the students just before the start of
the presentation.
10:00 – 14:00
Presentations of all groups (20 min per group with 2 breaks of 10 min after 3
presentations).
Companies are invited to attend the presentation.
10:00-10:20
Group 1
10:20-10:40
Group 2
10:40-11:00
Group 3
11:00-11:10
Break
11:10-11:30
Group 4
11:30-11:50
Group 5
11:50- 12:10
Group 6
12:10-12:20
Break
12:20-12:40
Group 7
12:40-13:00
Group 8
13:00-13:20
Group 9
13:20-13:40
Group 10
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13:40 – 14:00
Students vote for what they consider to be the best project and hand in the voting
document. Assessment of every group by teachers after presentation (intercultural
competences – working in multicultural groups – presentation skills).
14:00 – 14:15
Counting of the votes by the lecturers.
14:15 – 14:45
Award-giving ceremony.
15:00 – 15:30
Lunch at leisure and transfer to city.
Free afternoon.
15:30 – 17:00
Lunch and evaluation meeting of the project for the lecturers at the Magnus Hotel.
20:00 – open end
Farewell party with DJ available on site.
Location will be announced later.

Saturday 17 October:
7:00 – 10:00
Breakfast buffet at Magnus Hotel
Before 10:00
Check-out from the hotel and departure (luggage can be left secure at the reception
depending on your flight schedule).
All students will receive a Businet certificate of participation. The assessments per
student and/or group will be handed out to the lecturers per school or will be send to
their home institution.
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Accommodation
Address:
Magnus Hotel
Vytauto Prospektas 25
44352 Kaunas
Lithuania
Tel: +370 37 340000
URL: http://www.magnushotel.lt
E-mail: sales@magnushotel.lt
(contact person Viktoras Gurnickas)
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Prices:
For students (double or triple room depending on gender):
Rate with discount per triple room (for 3 persons), per 1 night, incl.breakfast buffet, VAT
and parking – 45.44 EUR
Rate with discount per twin/double room (for 2 persons), per 1 night, incl.breakfast
buffet, VAT and parking – 28.96 EUR
Rate with discount per single room (for 1 person), per 1 night, incl.breakfast buffet, VAT
and parking – 23.16 EUR

Facilities at the hotel:
In general:
The hotel remains open 24 hours.
The hotel is conveniently located in the centre of
Kaunas and easily reached by bus from Vilnius
(the hotel is located just across the street from
the bus station).
Students stay in double or triple rooms and will
be divided by the hostel per gender and then per
school (no mix between schools). Make clear to
the manager how you would the rooms be
reserved depending on the number of
male/female in your group. If you arrive earlier
than Sunday 11 Oct or leave later than Saturday
17 Oct please make this clear to the manager
when you make the reservation.
Every hotel guest receives 2 towels, they are
changed according to guest wishes.
Check in is at 2 pm, if you arrive earlier you can
leave your luggage at the reception (luggage
room).
Check out is before 12 noon (breakfast till
10 am); luggage again can be left in a luggage
compartment.
There is a washing machine available (washing and drying 5 EUR per load).
Internet connection:
There is wireless internet on the whole ground floor of the hotel (1st floor), the
conference facilities on the second floor and the panorama bar on the top floor. Also
some rooms have internet facilities.
Wireless internet is for free (no password required).
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Meals:
The hotel room includes breakfast, which will be served daily between 7:00 and 10:00.
Lunch (11:00 – 14:00) and dinner (17:00 – 20:00) can be had at the restaurant of the
hotel on the first floor. In the panorama bar on the top floor you can also eat and drink
from 14:00 till 23:00.
Near the hotel are branches of the supermarket chains Maxima (walk 150 meters) and
Iki (usually open from 8:00 till 22:00).
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Here is the menu of the restaurant in the hotel (the second price is the EURO
price):
SALAD

Price, Lt/EUR

Green salad
(salad, tomato, cucumber, olives, herb dressing)

12,00/3,77

Greek salad
(salad, tomato, feta chees, cucumber, green pepper, herb dressing)

14,00/4,05

Vegetable salad with salted salmon
(salad, cucumber, red pepper, salted salmon, lemon herb dressing)

16,00/4,63

Vegetables and tuna salad with herb vinaigrette
(salad, tomates, eggs, canned tuna, onion)

16,00/463

Crunchy salad with cheese and crispy shrimp
(salad, king prawns, cherry tomatoes, parmesan cheese, toasts,
cheese sauce)

18,00/5,21

Crispy chiken salad with cheese sauce and cherry tomatoes
(salad, grilled chiken, cherry tomatoes, toasts, cheese sauce)

16,00/4,63

Spinach salad with beef strips and dried tomatoes
(spinach, roast beef, carrot, cucumber, cuddly cheese, herb dressing)

21,00/6,08

COLD SNACKS
Beef Carpacio with capers and indian nuts
(beef, capers, parmesan cheese, nuts, salad)

26,00/7,53

Marinated salmon salads with mustards dressing
(marinated salmon, lettuce, tomatoes, capers)

21,00/6,08

Herring rolls with mushrooms stuffing and hot fries
(herring fillet, wild mushrooms, potatoes)

12,50/3,62

HOT SNACKS
"Bed" of eggplant stuffed of vegetables
(zucchini, carrots, onions, eggplant, cheese)

18,00/5,21

Grilled chiken with plums, zucchini and cream sauce
(grilled chiken, prunes, sour cream, zucchini)

16,00/4,63

SOUPS
Creamy vegetable soup

10,50/3,04

Spicy tomatoes soup

12,50/3,62

Soup with mushrooms

14,00/4,05

MAIN COURSES
Fried halibut with zucchini and pistachios cream

35,00/10,14

Salmon with citrus fruits

32,00/9,27

Fried zander with crayfish tails together with potatoes

35,00/10,14

Fried chiken fillet with herb top, braised vegetables and potatoes bun

26,00/7,53

Chiken roll stuffed with "brie" cheese and spinach sauce, together with
potatoes, braised carrots and orange juice

28,00/8,11

Braised chicken fillet with champagne sauce and vegetables pasta

28,00/8,11
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Loin of pork with vinegar and balsamic sauce, together with potatoes
crockets and fried zucchini

25,00/7,24

Pork tenderloin with fried vegetables, barbecue sauce and french fries

28,00/8,11

Beef Stroganoff with potatoes muslin

35,00/10,14

Beef steak stuffed with "brie" cheese, together with vegetables fried
and papric sauce

66,00/19,11

Pasta with chicken sauce

14,00/4,05

Pasta with salmon sauce

16,00/4,63

Pancakes with spinach and salmon

18,00/5,21

SNACKS WITH DRINKS
Fried French toast with cheese and garlic

9,00/2,61

Fried bread with cheese and sun-dried tomatoes

11,00/3,19

Best with vine
(sun-dried tomatoes, marinated olives, mold cheese)

16,00/4,63

Best with vodka
(smoked rack, pickled cucumber, black bread, cheese, onion, radish
sauce)

12,00/3,48

Best with beer
(fried bread, fermented cheese, roasted meat chips)

11,00/3,19

DESSERTS
Ice cream with:
chocolate sauce
caramel sauce
forest berries sauce
fruits

9,00/2,61

Fruit coctail

9,00/2,61

Fried peach

11,00/3,19

Chocolate cake with ice cream

9,00/2,61

"Magnus" cake
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Drinks:
There is a popular panorama bar at the top floor of the hotel which opens daily from
2 pm onwards.
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Conference facilities:
Kauno Kolegija
Pramones prospektas 20
50468 Kaunas
Lithuania
Tel: +370 37 751146
URL: http://www.kauko.go.lt

We are happy that Kauno
Kolegija is providing some of
their classrooms as working
rooms for us during our stay in Kaunas.
The classrooms at the school are available on Thursday from 08:00 till 20:00
Wireless internet is available in all classrooms.
There are 2 cafeterias that serve snacks and drinks on the campus, one is open from
8:00 till 14:00, the other until
15:00.
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Getting there & around:
Getting there:
Getting from Vilnius Airport to Bus/Train stations
BY TRAIN:
A special train runs from Vilnius Railway Station to the airport on a regular basis. A
railway stop, stairs, passenger lift and lighting, as well as video surveillance system
for passenger safety, are installed right outside the airport’s passenger terminal. A
covered pedestrian walkway connects the airport’s terminal to the railway stop and
is lit up at night.
TIMETABLE: 5:57, 8:02, 9:02, 9:47, 11:02, 11:57, 13:00, 13:42, 14:18, 15:05,
16:12, 17:09, 17:53, 19:32, 20:37, 21:52
Trip duration 8 min
Price 0,67 Euros
Discounts:
For groups from 6 to 10 people 10% discount
For groups from 11 to 25 people 15% discount
BY BUS:
Direct buses run from Vilnius City to Vilnius Airport
www.vilniustransport.lt
Plan your route by public transport here:
www.stops.lt
Buses no. 1, 2, 88; 3G.
Price 1 EUR
BY MINIBUS:
The company TOKS offers a service to the residents and guests of Vilnius City – a
drive by minibus from the bus station to Vilnius Airport and back.
You will find minibuses just near the arrival terminal (Exit C)
Price 1 EUR
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BY TAXI:

Vilnius Airport approved taxi rank can be found just in front of the arrivals terminal. Always
ask for a receipt at the end of the trip! All taxi cabs accept credit cards.
* Taxi carriers carrying passengers from Vilnius Airport taxi rank must apply not higher rates
than the following:
1 km (daytime trip, from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.) 1,01 EUR
1 km (nighttime trip, from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.) 1,16 EUR
1 km (at weekends and on public holidays)

1,16 EUR

1 km (outside the city)

1,16 EUR

Initial fare

1,45 EUR

!!! The distance from Vilnius airport to the Bus or Train Stations is 5 KM – Don’t
pay more than you should
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If you paid more than is set by the rate limits, please send us a scanned copy of the
receipt by e-mail info@vno.lt. If the taxi carrier did not provide you with a printed receipt,
please send us the following information:


Taxi carrier provided, handwritten receipt (scanned version is suitable as well);



Time of departure and the address of travel destination;



Picture of taxi license plate numbers;



Your e-mail address.

Here you’ll find the directions from how to get from one station to another:

Getting from Vilnius to Kaunas
Option 1
By Train
Here is a link to the Train timetable:
https://www.traukiniobilietas.lt/portal/en
Prices may vary from 4,47 to 6,65 Euros.
Trip duration is from 1:11 to 1:40.
Discounts:
For groups from 6 to 10 people 10% discount
For groups from 11 to 25 people 15% discount
Option 2
By Bus
Here is a link to the Bus timetable:
http://www.autobusubilietai.lt/index.php?lang=0&cl=start&redirected=1
Prices may vary from 5 to 7 Euros. Prices and discounts depend on the bus
company.
Trip duration is from 1:20 to 1:40.
Buses leave every 15-20 min
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Getting from Kaunas Bus/Train stations to the Magnus Hotel
Bus Station – Magnus hotel
The bus station in Kaunas is under construction, but there is a temporary one on
Gediminas street. It is nearby (700 m) the hotel Magnus and you can easily reach
the hotel by foot (8 min).

To get from the Train station to the Hotel you have to take the subway (tunnel) –
the direction is Vytautas street. The distance is 550 m and it takes 7 min to get
there.
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Getting around:
The Magnus Hotel is conveniently located across the street from the Bus terminal From
the train station you have to walk for about 100 metres to reach the hotel (same street
as the train station)

Connections from Magnus Hotel to Old Town
There is no public transport to get from the Magnus Hotel to the Old Town. It is a halfan-hour walk along the river Nemunas.
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Connections from Magnus Hotel to Laisves aleja
Again, there is no public transport to get from the Magnus Hotel to Liberty
Boulevard. It is about a twenty-minute walk and on the way you will pass the New
Town.
Liberty Boulevard is the connection between Old Town and New Town. No cars are
allowed, only pedestrians.

Connections from Magnus Hotel to Kauno Kolegija
To get to Kauno Kolegija you can take the minibus no. 57. Below you can find its
schedule. Ask the busdriver to stop at Kauno Kolegija or when returning autobusu stotis.
Magnus Hotel to Kauno Kolegija

Kauno Kolegija to Magnus Hotel
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You can also take the trolleybus no.15 when you return to the hotel.
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Organizational fee
In order to cover the costs to prepare and organize the MAC2Kaunas project every
student will be charged 10 EUR which has to be transferred before 1 October to the
following bank account:
Howest
IBAN number BE22001265311547
BIC code GEBABEBB
Please mention ‘BDB1416MAC2Kaunas15’ when doing the payment.

Don’t forget to bring with you:
 Every school brings some local drinks and local desserts for the European after dinner
get-together on Sunday evening (first day)
 Every student brings a laptop
 Photo equipment

Social media
Join our Facebook group MAC2Kaunas2015 ( managing across cultures).

You can follow us on Twitter @MAC2Kaunas or use the hashtag #MAC2Kaunas.

See you there!
Ludo Schoukens
Project coordinator
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Participating schools & universities:
Number of schools: 7
Number of students: 80
Number of lecturers: 7
Number of nationalities: 15

Kauno Kolegija (University of Applied Sciences)
Pramones prospektas 20
50468 Kaunas
Lithuania
Tel: +370 37 751146
URL: http://www.kauko.go.lt
E-mail: wilfred.tchasse@go.kauko.lt (Wilfred Tchasse)
E-mail: ausra.liorancaite@go.kauko.lt (Ausra Liorancaite)
E-mail: audrone.luksaitiene@go.kauko.lt (Audrone Luksaitiene)
E-mail: aldona.vosyliute@go.kauko.lt (Aldona Vosyliute)

Howest University College
Rijselstraat 5
8200 Brugge
Belgium
Tel: +32 486 365 794
URL: http://www.howest.be
E-mail: ludo.schoukens@howest.be (Ludo Schoukens)

Stenden University
Netherlands
Postbus 1298
8900 CG Leeuwarden
the Netherlands
Tel: +31 58 244 14 41
URL: http://www.stenden.com
E-mail: leticia.valenzuela.morales@stenden.com (Leticia Valenzuela Morales)
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EBC Euro-Business-College GmbH/EBC Hochschule
Esplanade 6
20354 Hamburg
Germany
Tel: +49 40 3233700
URL: http://www.ebc-hochschule.de
E-mail: bildat.lothar@ebc-hochschule.de (Lothar Bildat)

Centro Universitaria Villanueva
C/Claudio Coello 11
28001 Madrid
Spain
Tel: +34 915 77 56 66
URL: http://www.villanueva.edu
E-mail: acuquerella@VILLANUEVA.EDU (Ana Cuquerella)

Mendelu University in Brno
Zemedelská 1
613 00 Brno
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 545 132 631
URL: http://www.mendelu.cz
E-mail: eva.pavlikova@mendelu.cz (Eva Pavlikova)

HELMo
Mont Saint-Martin 41
4000 Liège
Belgium
Tel: +32 4 222 22 00
URL: http://www.helmo.be
E-mail: jp.schils@helmo.be (Jean-Pierre Schils)
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